


A VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE LARP

END OF THE LINE

You know you have made it if you are on the guest list for the 'The Line'. Elusive. Illegal. The club is the place to be in the 
Helsinki nightlife. These are the parties you only hear rumours about. The rich and the poor mix with the criminal and the 
insane. Here are more drugs, weirder sex, cooler dance moves and better music than most can handle.

The club moves from location to location to elude the police. This time it will be held at a closed insane asylum in the centre 
of the city.

The Line has two simple rules:

If you want to do something, do it!

If you hold back, you will not be invited again!

So you better make sure you give everything this night.

You know The Line is a dangerous place. It looks like a squat. All guests might not leave the party alive. But that does not 
matter. The only thing that matters is that you are on the list!

You cannot wait. This will be the most exciting night of your life.

 



A VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE LARP

EXPERIENCE THE FIRST LARP FROM WHITE WOLF PUBLISHING

End of the Line is a vampire larp designed from the ground up to utilize the best elements from Nordic Larp, to give you an 
intense personal experience. You will be cast as either one of the Kindred or a mortal and step into a World of Darkness that 
just might be the world we already live in.

Life is not easy in a world filled with undead monsters, and when every risk brings a sweet reward, you might think that 
survival is overrated. One thing is certain: You will hunt or be hunted. The question is, how do you know?

End of the Line will be quite physical. You, of course, set your own boundaries and always have the option to opt out of a 
scene. However, it's possible you might witness actions such as kissing, nudity or face slapping.

This larp is an experimental exploration of White Wolf's new direction for vampire larp. Together, we will try out new 
mechanics and methods to simulate classic vampire things blood drinking, sex and supernatural abilities. No previous 
knowledge of Vampire: The Masquerade is needed.



A VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE LARP

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Date: Monday March 7th, from 17.30 – 00:30
Location: Lapinlahti, Lapinlahdentie 2, 00180 Helsinki.
Price: EUR 25,- (DKK 186) Ticket Sale will open February 1st at 18.00 CET at billetto.dk/endoftheline
Web: Join us on Facebook.
Players: 60. Less than a third will be vampires but all characters will be connected to the vampire world.
Character: You will receive a pre-written character with clear goals and a network of relations for you to interact with. The 
Character will be emailed to you approximately 2 weeks before the larp.

Created by: Bjarke Pedersen, Juhana Pettersson & Martin Ericsson.
Production: Kasper Sjøgren, José Jácome & Mikko Pervilä.
Characters: Elin Nilsen, Juhana Petterson, Jørn Slemdal & Mika Loponen.

No food is included so please eat well before you arrive. Drinks and snacks will be available.

End of the Line is an official White Wolf Vampire: the Masquerade larp created in collaboration between Odyssé and 
White Wolf Publishing AB.

Please Note: The larp will be photo documented. All pictures taken can be used by Odyssé or White Wolf Publishing AB for 
promotion or publication. For photos showing recognizable individuals in sensitive situations such as simulated drug use, we 
will ask for permission before using a photo.

https://goo.gl/maps/ZQ7NqjC9dBE2
https://billetto.dk/endoftheline
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1558537521134611/?fref=ts
http://odysse.dk/
http://www.whitewolf-publishing.com/
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